
PYGMALION ACT 2 ESSAYS

Pickering is impressed with Higgins' laboratory and his dedication to his study of speech. Mrs. Pearce identifies the
flower girl as a commoner from her accent and appearance, and describes such characteristics as "dreadful". The
flower-girl says her name is Eliza Doolittle, and.

At one point, incensed by Higgins' heartless insults, she threatens to leave, but the clever professor lures her
back by stuffing her mouth with a chocolate, half of which he eats too to prove to her that it is not poisoned.
Pearce enters to warn Higgins that he should be more careful with his swearing and his forgetful table manners
now that they have an impressionable young lady with them, revealing that Higgins's own gentlemanly ways
are somewhat precarious. Summary Analysis The next morning, Higgins and Pickering are at Higgins'
"laboratory," a huge room filled with various tools and devices for Higgins' work, including tuning forks,
recording devices, and diagrams of the human vocal system. She accepts. From there on, Gestalt has
contributed significantly to the field of psychotherapy, counseling, and personal development. She asks her
father if he recognizes her, and Pickering and Higgins express surprise that she has cleaned up so well.
Download it! For that reason, when "quite a common girl" is said to at his door, Higgins thinks it is a lucky
happenstance that will allow him to show Pickering the way he works. Doolittle is taken aback. Where do I
come in? It is agreed upon that Eliza will live with Higgins for six months, and be schooled in the speech and
manners of a lady of high class. When love as an emotion is lost, that person also feels lost, ultimately changes
themselves complete. The purpose for this bill is to grant many undocumented students their dream of
attending college and receiving a higher education degree. They manipulate others through speech. She urges
Liza to go home to her parents, but Liza replies that her parents turned her out of their home once she was old
enough to make a living. He says that she will then be taken to Buckingham Palace and if the king discovers
that she is not a noble lady, she will be taken to prison and executed, but if she passes as a lady she will be
given money. Higgins says of course, take her away at once. Pearce takes her upstairs to give her a bath. He
doesn't recognize her and says, "Beg pardon, miss. T or F Aristotle was both a theater critic and a philosopher.


